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Edited Interview with Bill Ryan in his home in Artane (7/1/2004) 
Mairtin Mac Con Iomaire (MM) Bill Ryan (BR) 
1. BR: Ok, right you want to ask me questions or whatever. 
2. MM. Well you start of with your surname, the year you were born and where you were born 
and 
3. BR: Well I tell you what my memory is not as good as it used to be, you know anything but 
because, I was born in 1927 so that makes me 76 now and I defmitely feel my memory is slipping 
quite a bit. Well I tell you, em, there is no catering with my father and mother because in those 
days when I was born I came out of a family of seven, one girl, five boys, my father and mother 
fmished off with no catering whatsoever. 
4. MM: You were born in Dublin I take it? 
5. BR: In Dublin. In the top of North Circular Road, just off North Circular Road near 
O'Connell's school, around the comer from O'Connell's school. Okay anyway, so I was quite 
clever, all of my brothers and sisters, they were quite clever at school and they went on to be civil 
servants mostly and the banks and others things like that. 
6. MM: What did your father do Bill? 
7. BR: Actually he worked with the Dublin Corporation and when there was massive 
unemployment. He always had a job, what he did was he was a porter in the technical schools and 
he was technical and he was working in the technical schools up in Parnell Square which is the 
Writers Museum now. Okay, so he was the hall porter there and he was also responsible for all the 
cleaning of the building. I will tell you more about that in a few moments. When I was in 
school, I know myself! was always in the first three in my class although there would be about 50 
in our class at school and of course we got the leather. I went to "Canice's" (St. Canice's school) 
on the North Circular Road, around the comer from O'Connell's (school) and for not normally 
being able to spell some silly word like marmalade or something you got the leather. That was 
considered a big word. 
8. MM: Yeah 
9. BR: But I actually got the leather, but anyway in those days, thank God they have changed, I 
didn't do too bad at school. But anyway when I was 13 and a half it was time to leave. I was in 
seventh class and there was no more places to go except get a scholarship into O'Connell's. Two 
boys out of our school could get a scholarship into secondary school because you know they had 
to be able, I missed it by about one place. And I was furious, now a friend of mine now I used to 
sit, we used to sit beside each other and of course, we had great, good pals but we always 
competition, he bettered me, and he got in, I didn't get in, and another guy from the other side of 
the class. Anyway so what did I do, I came out of school at thirteen and a half and I went to 
Marino Tech. and kind of fmished off this primary sort of education, although, I had a primary 
cert. I did that and when I was in that school there I really took to drawing like woodwork drawing 
100 out of a 100, metal work drawing 100 out of a 100. This is a fact. 
10. MM: Yeah. 
11. BR: But metalwork itselfO, 50 out of a 100, woodwork 0, maybe 50 out of a 100. I loved this 
and of course I loved the geometry. Drawing this, drawing this, everything got to do it. Actually I 
should have been directed into draughtsmanship or something but the college, Marino, never said 
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a bloody word you know they never had me down doing anything. There was every little work, I 
could not get into a bakers union I couldn't become a baker because it was closed trade. 
12. MM: Yeah. 
13. BR: Youknowwhataclosedtradeis? 
14. MM: Yeah. 
15. BR: I couldn't become a plumber, I couldn't become a brick-layer, I couldn't become a 
carpenter. 
16. MM: You need to have a father or some relation in the trade. 
17. BR: Yes. A father or an uncle, to get you into the union. It's ridiculous, so you couldn't get 
in. So my father said to me one day, I see something working in the technical, I see a notice went 
up, boys can apply to get into Catha! Brugha Street or Kevin Street, not Kevin Street, some other 
technical school. Three trades were open. Watch making, boot making and chefs grants, but you 
would have to do an exam you see and anyways I did the exam and I got this exam, but in the 
mean time for the summer holiday after leaving school I was working in the post office delivering 
telegraphs you know. I knew Dublin inside out, on a bicycle, and who should I meet there only 
Liam (Bill) Kavanagh, as a boy there were boys there you know, we were good little pals there 
you know so forth. The catering classes had moved from, which had been held up in Parnell 
Square to Catha! Brugha Street, it was only open a year, a magnificent building. My father knew 
the head chef who was working up in college, who had being teaching I think. It was Karl 
Uhlemann, he had been teaching up in Parnell Square. 
18. MM: Right. 
19. BR: He left there then and he went to the Gresham Hotel. He was in the Regal Rooms before 
that. 
20. MM Okay, so he was teaching before going to the Regal Rooms and before going to the 
Gresham. 
21. BR: He was teaching up in Parnell Square. My father actually knew him, he said he was a 
lovely gentleman and all that, but he had forgotten about him you know. But maybe dad said, 
maybe you would like to be a chef maybe. I said I would rather be that than a watch-maker so 
anyway off I go and I got in. I did a little bit of a test for getting in and, no other than a written 
examination for to get into the Catha! Brugha Street. I think there were only 24 boys in the class 
and the whole college, everything else was domestic economy. Beautiful girls all over the place 
and we weren't even allowed to talk to them or look at them, and we weren't allowed to follow 
them up the stairs. You know the main staircase we weren't allowed to go up there. We had the 
small cloak room around down, near where the larder is there now. It is under the stairs that is 
where we used to change and I remember the first day I went in there as kids we were all putting 
on our new chefs uniforms and hats and laughing at each other. Because you are only fifteen I was 
only fifteen and a half and there was a young lad Joe O'Neill became a great, very good friend of 
mine. And his first day, because lot of boys didn't put on long trousers until they were nearly 
fourteen, this boy was wearing a chefs uniform the first day out he had no long trousers, he was 
wearing shorts. His shorts and then the jacket and tie, of coarse he was the only boy. We all 
laughed at this. 
22. MM: Yeah, yeah. 
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23. BR: And God look at him in his shorts. The next day he came in he was wearing his long 
trousers. So, Joe became a very good chef friend of mine. To be honest with you he became an 
alcoholic. 
24. MM: Right. 
25. BR: We palled around together; we'd play snooker together so forth. But we had different 
direction from each we left Cathal Brugha Street. 
26. MM: Who was teaching in Catha! Brugha Street at the time? 
27. BR: Miss Keady, and oh I loved her because she was the most spotlessly clean, looking well 
figured women. Beautiful eyes and a lovely figure of a women. I think she was gorgeous, 
gorgeous absolutely gorgeous and she was strict, but that didn't matter. She put a boy out of class 
one day. A jug of milk would come in to do the whole lot you know, and whilst she went out, 
don't know where she went, when she came back, there was a boy in the class who took up the 
whole jug of milk and drank it all. She had him expelled. 
28. MM: Expelled? How? 
29. BR: He drank the whole pot, there was no more milk for the class and that's hard to believe it 
but she was a very good cook she was and she really the mean legal members still a lot of what 
she thought us, you know. We were all around, up at around twenty it was up the stairs two flights 
up in Kevin Street. Then we had to go to other classes as well we had to do maths, we had to do 
English, and French and so forth. I used to pick up the French very well, same as I did the Irish 
one time. I remember being first in my class in the Irish and the French down there I was thrilled. 
So anyway after about a year we had to get a job some place you know, after just a year we got a 
cert. Anyway this chap came down to me his name was Canice McGorry, he lived in Marino 
where we were living at this time and he said if I work in Clery' s restaurant. I'm a commis-chef 
there, he said, and I'm looking for commis-chefs I believe you are just leaving the college. Yeah I 
am. He said it would be a great job, anyway the war was still on it was about 1943 or 1944 you 
see so I went there scared out of my living life, (laugh) scared. Anyway met this head chef his 
name was Reffo. He was Italian. So he just said 'will you start tomorrow?' He wasn't much 
interested, just will you start tomorrow? I said okay, shaking. I started, I stayed there four and a 
half years and it was a common kind of a restaurant. No high class about it at all, but learn about 
navarin of lamb or you could learn about roast beef and steak and kidney pie that kind of stuff. 
Fried fish because he was Italian and was still into fried a lot. We did thousands and thousands and 
I loved the excitement of it. There was two I three restaurants going because of the war in Clery's. 
There's one in basement, one on the first floor and one up beside the ballroom. The famous 
ballroom they had. Anyway three going from one kitchen and each floor there was a hot plate, 
food was sent down to them. I remember the ultimate number of lunches they did, there were 
queues up around O'Connell Street to get in. I remember the very highest number we ever did was 
1700 lunches. One thousand seven hundred lunches and I thought, I still think back that he must 
have been the greatest chefl ever met because his control, his buying, food was so hard to get that 
period during the war, but he could do all this and control. There were a few rough diamonds 
working in the place, all women cooked the vegetables. I loved it. I loved the excitement of it. It 
was like playing a football match you would always get excited playing a football match. I loved it 
because of the pressure, pressure. I loved it. I loved trying, although I was a commis, I loved being 
better than the chefs, faster than them, quicker than them. Now during those days, most chefs, I 
won't say no chefs, most chefs were really square pegs in round holes. Because of the employment 
situation, you did not go to be a chef because you wanted to be a chef you could be in the wrong 
place so there were multitudes of chefs and they were really in the wrong business. Not like today, 
like you have people like you, you know. 
30. But anyway I took a liking to it. I was 100%. I loved the excitement of it more than anything, of 
getting things done. I always loved the presentation end of it, you know the presentation of it on a 
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plate. I was never interested into looking into a bloody big stock pot. Boiling and stocking and 
moving and boiling the likes of mutton or com beef or whatever. The presentation is always 
impressed; they would up to the present day. So anyways, after four and a half years I suddenly 
woke up one day and said I know nothing. What do I know in this place?, nothing. I suppose I 
knew as much as any of chefs did. I recognised that, so anyway I was in the union and the union 
had a note going around. They wanted to, hotels were picking up business in Dublin after the war 
and were trying to move up a grade from war times and structures. They wanted to move up a 
grade, the Gresham wanted to move up, all the hotels wanted to move up. And they wanted to 
bring in foreign chefs because the chefs in Dublin weren't that high class at all and the lack of 
materials in the country. Certain fruits you didn' t even see and you wouldn't know what an 
aubergine was like. They were lucky to know what an orange was. So they were bringing in 
foreign chefs in to the county and the union said "no can't bring in foreign chefs or there will be a 
strike". No foreign chefs. So anyway, the Hibernian, because they are really a continental hotel 
they suggested with the union that they maybe send away some of the young promising chefs from 
the business in Dublin over to Switzerland to learn in return for some foreign chefs coming in. So 
the union agreed to this. So the first year they put up an advertisement, and I applied for it Who 
else applied only Liam Kavanagh who was working in the Dolphins Hotel I think, it was the 
Dolphins hotel, the old Dolphin. 
31 . So me, I applied, I was union. Okay you can go, you are willing. Liam Kavanagh was the other 
guy, only sending two for the first six months of the year. I mean we were due to go to 
Switzerland or France, but when it came to almost getting on the boat, the manager of the 
Hibernian who was running this, he was the contact, he said 'I'm very sorry but I just cannot, 
cannot get you into the country because you move from another county to another county during 
the war. They were strict passport rules and all this kind of stuff. 'But I can get you into the 
Savoy hotel in London' he said. 'I trained in the Savoy hotel', Fabron was his name. 
32. MM: Hector Fabron. 
Figure BK.l: (1-r) Bill (Liam) Kavanagh and Bill Ryan 
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33. BR: Very nice man, I really liked this man you know, he was straight to the point, efficient 
and knew what he was talking about. So I said okay I will go to the Savoy. He said it was all 
French kitchen, 'I'll get you into the best kitchen in the Savoy' which was the Grill Kitchen not 
the restaurant kitchen but the Grill kitchen. I agreed, oh my God, Liam and I we met we went 
down to the boat, parents and all came down to wave us off. Oh god, I remember Liam, he was 
sick as a dog going over that weekend, but we got the night train down to London and I had a 
brother who was working outside London and he came down to meet us. He showed us straight up 
to the hotel on the Strand, you know the one, you know it? 
34. MM: I know it, I know the Savoy. 
35. BR: We went in, right through the front with our tied up leather paper cases with the rope 
around them. Straight into the hotel, we were ushered down (out of the public sight), lucky enough 
it was Sunday morning and we went up to the kitchen. There was a kitchen clerk. Clerk 
"what do you want?" He said in French. 'Qu 'esque c'est ca? or some bloody thing and we said 
'were over here from Ireland' . Are you hungry? 
36. BR: He gave two bowls, silver bowls of black coffee and a dry roll. That was it, so anyway, 
we hung around until the sous chef came in. He introduced us to the head chef, Alb on, so we 
started the next day. 
37. MM: Monsieur Albon he had worked under Esco:ffier, hadn'the? 
38. BR: That's right, he had been a commis-chef He was a bit of a swine, to say the truth. I didn't 
care for him that much. But he danced like a swine. Actually when he danced, I really mean 
danced he jumped up and down of the ground. I don't mind to tell you, my first day was 
absolutely unbelievable because I did not know one word that they were saying, I did not know 
the word of anything in French. Open this, close that didn't mean a thing to me, put this on the 
table. It didn't mean a thing. What is it anyway? 
39. But it was amazing under pressure, the store man there, nice Italian store man, got us digs 
(lodgings) up in this lovely house up the other side of Camden Road. But anyway, Liam and I we 
got on quite well there. First job I as on there was on the sauce comer there for two weeks. 
Actually I hated, all I seemed to do was tum vegetables, tum little vegetables. You know olive size 
vegetables, you know, bain marie 's of them. I was sick and tried ofthat, I didn't ever seem to get 
near the range. So anyway, after a few weeks later, a sous chefs, one English so us chef and two, 
the others were French. I think we had three sous chefs and one head che£ And he said he'd get 
me one of the roast comers. I left like leaving actually, you know. He got me on to the roast 
comer and there was only three of us working on the roast comer. I was made first commis, next to 
the che£ 
40. All commis had a bench system, you are not an apprentice. It could be first commis up to one 
hundred years of age, you are an assistant, so I was made first commis to the roast cook. An 
English guy and I actually loved the roast comer. They went through so much game, partridge, 
plover, golden plover, green plover, grouse, wild duck, canard sauvage, all this kind of different 
stuff. It was brilliant with all the garnishes. All the roasts we did; duck, chicken, everything, you 
know, and I loved it. And all the fries in the fritture and I used to just love the roast comer and 
there was a lot of pressure on it. We had to make the different cherries, stuff the golden duck and 
all this. We cut all the potatoes for thefritture, the pommes alumettes, pommes pailles, pommes 
frits , all cooked to perfection. Perfection, really I mean, and you have to be fast as well. Of course 
all the peelings and trimmings went up to the soup comer for the soups. Anyway, I was on there, I 
was on there for about six months or so. Now this is going to be a long story for you I 
hope ... (laugh) 
41. MM: I'm here for a few hours . Don't you worry. 
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42. BR: So an)Way, I was on there for about six or seven months when they got short in the 
larder. There was a fish cook in the larder. A man prepared fish, he was an Italian and his name 
was Kibuki, an )Way he was short of a comims in there and the larder group the garde manger he 
had two apprentices with him, he was okay so he asked me if I would go in there. Okay they were 
nice the way they were asking, you know, we like you on the roast but we like it ..... 
43. When I went in I was working with a cook, he would say bonjour, now everyone would say 
bonjour every morning. Kibuki was an old man and he perhaps seemed, and when I was young 
they nearly shivered when I shook hands with him and he realised that and he used to have a dirty 
rubber because and used to be always right around fish, smelly rubber. And he noticed me when I 
was hesitating, he used to put him rubber over his hands and shake hands with the rubber which 
made it worse you know. But eh, he was always in trouble with Albon, and there was always 
something going on there, a fight going on or something. Then we had veal, not veal, sturgeon on 
the menu one day and we used to cut these scallops in sturgeon and they used to call the "veal of 
the Volga- veau de Volga". Veau de Volga, that's it in French. You have to really flatten them out 
well or if you didn't when they were salted but when they went out they swelled up they blew up 
they just swelled up. 
44. Alban used to come in and he would complain about the way they were butchered, and one day 
Kibuki was standing over this table and he was doing some goujons, sole goujons, black sole 
goujons, and his hands were all crummy, you know, and Albon came in from the kitchen with a 
couple of cooked veau de Volga, I never forgot this he came in with a couple of cooked veau de 
Volga, and he was shouting at Kibuki and he flung them at him and they went into the flour and 
the flour came up all over Kibuki's face. And then, his glasses, he was like it was snowing, he 
couldn't see you know and Albon stormed out up into his office, swilling back the wine and he 
always drinking wine and then Kibuki said "nobody speaks to me like this". He had his own 
hotel as a young man, a small hotel down in Torquay, he told him that the waiters robbed it on 
him. But an)Way "nobody speaks to me like this" he said "nobody". When I finished, when my 
lunch is finished I go to see him, you know, Albon. 
45. I said maybe you won't. What does he do, off he goes into Albon and has his knives wrapped up 
in his dirty old cloth and he said "bon soir, au revoir' he said and off he walked out of the hotel. 
Next thing the sous chef comes into me and he said you will be responsible for the fish from now 
on and we used to decorate the occasional turbot for up in the room, the salmon and part of them, 
and all the lousy jobs like cleaning a bag of muscles everyday and all this. Let's see, I was shaking 
but I got on alright, but I was doing my job without a commis. I was responsible and I was doing it 
for months and months and I never got anyone or I never got any more money. So I went and saw 
the second or sous chefs who used to double as the kitchen clerks and I told them that I wanted 
more money, you know. My wages was five pound ten a week, five pound ten a week and they are 
paying a pound a week for digs. I didn't mind that because I used to eat in the hotel, except you 
couldn't eat in the hotel on your day off but sometimes you did but that wasn't allowed you know. 
46. You weren't allowed to eat in the kitchen which I thought was strange in the Savoy kitchen, we 
had to go to the staff restaurant but when I was working at the roast comer this roast cook came, 
an English man, Sid, and he said he hated the head chef and at the start the dinner in the evening 
time and you these large roast chicken maybe on, and Albon would come down and he would say 
five portions, four portions, three portions and he added up how many portions of chicken we had, 
and that number was given to kitchen clerk so he knew exactly what was left on the roast comer. 
And that would be checked at night time to see if it was over, you see. And so, Sid was his name, 
the English fellow, (laugh) he used to say to himself "who does he think he is, five out of that 
chicken," "we will get six, one for you and one for me and another four out of this one instead of 
three" and that's how we did things around the comer. Never went up to the staff restaurant, it 
wasn't a bad restaurant just didn't like it. But it was always most enjoyable. 
47. I want to go back to one thing I saw when I was working in Clery''s restaurant, I really loved it, I 
wasn't there a few days and the plate was cleared off for lunch and all the soup was up in the bain 
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marie's, you know. There would be about three soups up in the bain marie's, you know and the 
waitress she would usually help themselves under the old fashioned plates you know and off 
you'd go. So he was a very good man, Reffo. He must have made a fortune, nothing went to 
waste. I'd say not that much grease went to waste, he skinned the stockpots day in and day out 
when he finished work he put it into the other fat and melt it down because they did all their own 
butchery. 
48. MM: And they rendered all their own fat. 
49. BR: All the chops, everything was rendered down and even the skimmings off the stockpots. 
But anyway he was very careful over money. Anyway he said that this kitchen porter, his name 
was Malachy, some names come back to me, anyway get the soup of the hot plate now this was at 
about twenty to three, get it down he said so where will I put it chef he said "over there at the sink 
and put something underneath it" to cool it down. Malachy had just brought over the soup and at 
this time Reffo, he had fish and I think they were plaice, and he was putting them in batter, plaice 
on the bone. He was putting down in a fat fryer, thefritture, you know, and as he had one of the 
fish up in hand full ofbatter he said "Malachy did you do what I tell you?", he said "Yes chef." 
"Where's the tomato soup" he said. Malachy said "I didn't think you wanted it, I poured 
it down the sink" . You see. "Malachy come here, come here" (laughing) And he had the fish in the 
plate and flung it and hit a smack across the face. This plaice with all the batter (laugh). 
50. BR: And he hit him and he roared at him in Italian and smacked him across the face. 
51 . MM: So he literally got battered. 
52. BR: He got battered, and you know I always thought about someone being battered and he 
really was battered. I meant to tell you about it earlier. 
53. MM: Reffo. How would you spell that? 
54. BR: R-E-F-F-0. I can't remember his first name. 
55. MM: And was from Italy, you don't know what part of Italy he was from? Or do you know 
how he came to Ireland or anything? 
56. BR: I don't know how he came but there was something about after the First World War and 
all this with you know with Italians leaving and some of them were interred in the Isle of Man 
like. Uhleman was interned during the First World War and he was interned because he was 
German but I don't know much about Reffo. I do know that before he came to Clery's he had been 
head chef in the old Central Hotel. He was taken away from, he was offered to come over to 
Clery' s because Denis Guiney brought Clerys in 1941. You know Clery' s? 
57. MM: Yeah, yeah. 
58. BR: It was Denis Guiney who made the changes, it was a very high class shop then. But Denis 
Guiney bought it, brought him down a little bit. He was more or less always needed to turn it into 
another Woolworths, for clothes and everything you know. It had a very high standard before the 
war, Clery's had a very high standard but it was not that good after that, cutlets instead. I don't 
know much about much more than that. But I would say he was great at saving. 
59. MM: He must have been on a kitchen percentage or something. 
60. BR: He might have been, he might have been. But he was not, he was not a bully to the staff 
or he would never stop you from eating a steak. You could go in actually, one of the kitchen staff 
and get yourself a fillet steak. He wasn't mean to the kitchen staff at all. 
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61. But anyway, going on about the Savoy Hotel. They wouldn't give me a rise in the hotel and I said 
I'm not going to do Kibuki's job ifl don't get a rise. They offered me 10 shillings as a rise and I 
said I wanted more and they wouldn't give it so then. So I said ok, big smoke I said. I went out 
and I saw Liam Kavanagh, I don't know what comer he was working on, I think be was on the 
soup corner. Liam I said I'm after giving a weeks notice, and I'm leaving. We stayed in the same 
digs like you know be was a good friend, very good friend. And anyway he said "if you are 
leaving I'm leaving" so we carne back to Dublin. I tell you where I went, I went and I saw Fabron. 
(Hector) Fabron said "I had good reports from you when you were in the Savoy Hotel, I kept a 
check on you" he said, and I would like to offer you a job in the Russell Hotel. You know the 
Russell Hotel? 
62. MM: Yeah, yeah. 
63. BR: It wasn't too long open, it wasn't too long. It was one of those new hotels after the war 
where things were improving in Dublin, Pierre Rolland was there and all the chefs were either 
Swiss or French. He said 'you'll go in there as a commis", "what kind ofacommis" I said. "A first 
commis" be said. He didn't say an apprentice or anything like that I said I would be delighted to 
go in there and learn, because it was getting a very good reputation and actually I did go in and he 
was an excellent chef, Rolland, be really was, be was clean, be was efficient, he was fast and what 
ever he did it was good, he had great control over the kitchen. He was clever. He would order 
twenty chickens and he would check every chicken individually and he might pick out three or 
four and send them back. Every chicken of course it was all free-range. So you struggle for more 
scrutiny than what you see today. So it was the same with the ducks, everything came. So I was 
there for eight months and I was working with this Swiss on the sauces. I was working on the 
sauce corner. We had a coal range, I used to have the coal range. He was a very excitable Swiss 
chef, he was a brilliant chef but he was so excitable, it used to get me down. He used to wear me 
out because be never stopped bossing me, bossing me, bossing me. He wasn't friendly towards me 
at all, he was impatient with me all the time, he was impatient with others around the kitchen as 
well. In ways, I thought he was a bit of a nutter!! Anyway, say you were glazing something under 
the salamander before it went out, he would never trust me that it was the right glaze. You know, I 
would like a lovely uniform glaze, I wouldn't let it go black, you wouldn't be able to hide it 
anyway if you did 
64. But I like presentation. But, he would never be satisfied, be would do a 'jiggly dance' if you were 
doing the lobster or something filled up with, you know, or prawns momay which had to be glazed 
or something. It would never suit him, be was a perfectionist of the highest degree, you know, and 
he lost his patience over it. So anyway, one day during lunch, the fire never suited him, it was 
either too hot or too cold. I'd have never coaled it properly you know, he'd always found 
something wrong. One day there was a dish on at lunch time and it was "Pousain Grand Mere". I 
think that was the name of it. Do you know what "Pousain Grand Mere" is? 
65. MM: I know the dish, I probably don't remember the exact garnish but yeah. 
66. BR: The garnish is kind of finished off with a jus and you have petit mushrooms and petit 
onions and like pommes parisienne, cocotte like a casserole, it comes like a casserole. All the 
Parisienne potatoes, they were always par-boiled, par-boiled and finished in butter. Never 
anything but butter, always butter, a lovely glaze on them, really good. It was nice cooking, but 
one day everybody seemed to be ... , it was the height of the summer, it was extremely busy for the 
Russell Hotel, but when we got busy we got busy. It was a horse show week. Anyway, he was 
very excited. Anyway Rolland was always in control of the hotplate, everything went out and he 
didn't like, he threw it back, you know. 
67. Charlie was sauce cook and he was nervous of Rolland and we were going very short on garnish. 
He had Parisienne potatoes put in water already and when he was going short what be did instead 
of par-boiling them he put them into the fritture, a cooler fritture and he kind of par-boiled them in 
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the fritture like you do when you are doing pommes frit, blanching first. I saw him doing that and 
then got them back into the butter. Then he called me for more," get more, get more, make more 
will you" says he, so what do I do, I put them in the basket and put them in the fat, you see. I did 
what he does, you know, that's what he wants, you know. He came over and he saw what I was 
doing, it didn't satisfy him, and there was a pot of potatoes - pommes parisienne, which I had 
scrubbed earlier on that morning. They all had to be perfect, not half parisiennes, not there. 
Anyway, he got them, he took up the pot up off the table and he slammed it down in front of me 
like that. Bashed it down the table, all the water carne up in the air and my hat was wringing wet, 
wringing. And I had a chip basket beside me and I took it up and let it fly and I hit him a crack 
with it right across the head and I said "I don't care what genius you are, great culinary genius you 
are, by God you are not going to get away with that with me. He kept saying "sorry, sorry, sorry" 
in English. And I said "by God you are not half as sorry as you are going to be" because this time, 
I chased him around the kitchen (laugh). Who was coming out from the larder only Rolland? I 
flung the basket after your man because he was running, really running. Scared stiff he was and 
the basket hit Rolland (laugh). The God, Rolland was a God, in Dublin he was the God in the 
cheffing business you know. Anyway, oh my god, I was shaking and everything went quite and I 
went to the chefs cloakroom and I sat down and had a smoke. Do you smoke? 
68. MM: No I don' t 
69. BR: Neither do I now, I packed it in, but I took a smoke to calm my nerves. And I sat there, at 
this time the lunch was getting over now, you know. It was nearly half past. I said "I know I'm 
sacked after hitting Roland and hitting your man". So I just my clothes on the floor and I didn't go 
back to work. We used to work overtime there but the Irish guys never got any money, we didn't. 
The French chefs were paid twice as much money as any chef in Dublin or they wouldn't have 
come to Dublin. Really because they were getting about 24 pound a week in those days when any 
chef from Dublin, no matter who he was got about 12 pounds a week. There were a few commis 
like myself there. When we sat down for lunch every day, the French chefs had a bottle of wine on 
the table and they also had steaks and escalopes of veal or whatever. So anyway, the very best of 
it, the Irish guys were given hard boiled eggs. This was also boiling up in me, and one day they 
were having entrecote's and I took one of the entrecote's and brought it down to my plate and I 
started eating it, and there was up-roar because they were a steak share. I juts let on I didn't 
understand like "non compret" "Non compret" .. 
70. Your man came in, Rolland, to sort it out and he shouted, started shouting and I let on that I didn't 
understand. I knew it damn well what he was on about. He got one of the other chefs to go out and 
get another steak anyway, to get himself a steak. All these things had been building up, but after I 
was at home for 3 days, 3 or 4 days I'm not going to sit here because they owe me a weeks' wages 
and I didn't get it. All the times were piling up and he never gave me a thing so I went back over 
to the hotel. Fabron was manager, so I went up to ask if he was about. And he said, I remember 
what he said, he said "Willy'' he said "you go back down to your work" he said "just apologise" 
he said. "We are very happy with you". I said to him "If I have let you down, I'm sorry, but 
Charlie, I said, has really been driving me absolutely around the bend". I said "it has never 
happened to me before all the years that I have worked, a few years anyway, I said, never had that 
kind of pressure before at any stage". "Charlie" he said, "is the best sauce cook in Europe", that's 
what he said to me. And he said "but we have to put up with his tantrums". He said "I've put up 
with it because he is a genius". "He is, I know he is" says I But I said "my temperament couldn't 
have put up with it, I snapped and I apologise about doing it". He said "I want you to go and 
apologise to Rolland and Charlie" and he said "I will be very happy when you come back, I have 
been speaking to Pierre about you and Pierre said that you are absolutely what they wanted down 
there, he is very happy with you. All as you have to do is to apologise" he said "and your job is 
safe". "Thank you very much", I said, but I just couldn't so he said ''well I don't know what to 
say'', ''well" says I, ''what you can say is that they are going to pay me every bit of overtime that is 
owed to me and my weeks wages". He said "certainly, make up a list of all the overtime that is 
due, take it into the girl in the office and certainly we will pay it to you" So I went in to the girl in 
the office and she said "hold on until I get this verified", she came back and said that's what you 
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are owed, so I was delighted leaving getting away if was like I was getting out of prison. You 
know because the hours were very long there because you know when you went you were 
working. The hours were very long. It wasn't recognising any Irish trade union or anything like 
that (note. It was a Union house and Michael Mullen supported the owner Ken Besson introducing 
the foreign chefs on condition that they employed and trained young Irish chefs). It was an 
independent group, as if you were working on the continent. 
71. MM: They had a system of indenture or did that come later on? Did you have to sign it for 5 
years or was that there already? 
72. BR: That came up later. 
73. MM: Was the quality of what you saw in the Russell higher than what you saw in the Savoy? 
74. BR: Yes it was. That's because it was a smaller kitchen. The Savoy was high but it wasn't as 
high as it should have been because it was coming out of the war, don't forget it was about 1948. 
There was still rationing. Eggs, fish, we used to use powered eggs. Omelettes for breakfast they 
were using powered eggs. The omelettes they looked like pancakes. So there was a lot of things, 
there was plenty of meat, plenty of game and plenty of fish but there was lots of stuff they didn't 
have because of the ration was still on in England. It went on until the 50's actually. 
75 . MM: Was there much stuff sold as something else, or any of that going on? 
76. BR: There was, there was one thing that they did do. Lapin, Rabbit, they used to use some 
rabbit instead of chicken, there is no doubt about it. The French are very clever about that stuff, 
you could go to France next week and eat rabbit and you wouldn't know it because there are such 
good cooks. You could eat horsemeat and you wouldn't know it, unless you looked for the vein, 
the blue vein, the blue blood!! (laugh). There was a bit of rabbit that went on. The Hibernian, they 
were never booked up but the Russell I thought the food was very good. The fish dishes were 
good, and the stuff that came out oflarder, was beautifully presented. I never worked in the larder. 
I was all the time on the sauces. 
77. MM I believe they used the 'torpedoes', the big long trays. The big long silver trays, they 
would dress them up, like pheasants dressed up with feathers etc.? 
78. BR . Always was dressed up like. Very nice ... I must tell you something, they used I must let 
you in on a secret. I haven't told many people about it, but we used to use truffles there nearly the 
size of an egg. was always fudge to make, always for decoration. Fish, salmon, other fish 
(inaudible). So I left there anyway. So anyway, started looking at the paper and one day they were 
looking for a chef for a restaurant in Carlow. 
79. MM: Carlow. 
80. BR: Carlow, what will I do. I think they said the money or something was good. I went down 
there as a chef, head chef (laugh) sure I hadn't a clue. But anyway I went down their, they were 
very nice people; they owed one of the biggest bakery in Leinster. I remember working down 
there and I stayed with them for a few months but I missed Dublin you know. It really was a quick 
production kind of trade, grills etc. I loved it there, one day there was a fair on. Fair day used to 
be really busy because I was the only chef in the place. And the woman that washed the dished 
peeled the potatoes for me. 
81. MM: This was in Carlow town itself? 
82. BR: Carlow town, yes. It was a nice restaurant. 
83 . MM: What was it called? 
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84. BR: Bradberries. It's different now, I went past it there and I went in for a cup of coffee. It 
looks like a good restaurant now. It was nicely laid out, it's kind of a cafe now or something. But 
it was a good restaurant but, on fair day we would be swamped. Swamped, I would get fresh soup 
and everything and all the chefs I believe that were there before me, they used to make powdered 
soups, I used to make fresh soup with finely diced vegetables. There was a butcher across the road 
and I used to get meat from him and I would get all the bones I could from him and make stock 
and roast them in the oven. I used to do stuff that they never saw in the country before. I was 
killing myself I was trying to do things a bit too fancy. I stayed down there for a few months and 
one day at the end of fair day, the women had a shop in front and the women was responsible, the 
mother of the man who owed the business. She was responsible for the shop and was also 
responsible for the restaurant really. He used to run the bakery around the comer, it was a very 
fine bakery. It was a big business all over Leinster. 
85. One day she came in, it was the evening time. This is just an incident and she had six live chicken, 
three in each hand with their legs: She said here you are chef I brought you half a dozen chickens. 
I said 'what do you expect me to do with these half a dozen chickens?' She said 'they are lovely, 
fine gorgeous chickens, I bought them for you for the kitchen'. I said 'they are alive, what am I 
going to do with them?' She said 'I will get Joe in the yard to wring their necks and bring them 
in' . I was shaking my head. 
86. So off he went and brought them back in, and they were covered in hair and lice!! I used them but 
I burnt them on the gas, the lice, you know. They were a very nice family. 
87. MM: So you were six months in Carlow, where did you go then? 
88. BR: I came back home and my father was walking up O'Connell Street and who did he meet 
but Karl Uhlemann and he says he remembers him from the Tech in Parnell Square and he said 'I 
have a son a chef and Uhlemann said to him 'why don't you send him in to me in the Gresham?' . 
So I went down to the Gresham Hotel and started. I was a bit scared going into the Gresham. I 
think I heard word that Uhlemann was a bit of a bully or something. And I was thinking, I was in 
the Russell Hotel and there was a bully there and I didn't want to go through the same thing again. 
But I needed a job anyway and Uhlemann said 'you start the next day' , but I had to see Toddy 
first. You heard of Toddy 0' Sullivan? 
89. MM I did indeed. 
90. BR: Well Toddy said 'well whatever the head chefwants that's ok with me' . So I went in the 
next day and I was working on the roast comer and Michael McManus, 'the headcase', did you 
know him? 
91. MM: Never met him, no. 
92. BR: Well he was a legend, and he was working on the sauce comer opposite me and he was 
also the second che£ And he was eying me up and down, he eyed me up and down, and the snide 
remarks, you know 'what would you know anyway?' , and I was there for a couple ofweeks and 
he hardly spoke to me, he would come along at night time, the Gresham was a terribly busy place 
at that time, and he would come along at night, you were meant to be off at nine o' clock and he 
would say 'you, you are on the dance', he did this a few times, I was only new so I didn't like to 
say 'no' like, but this night he came over to me around half past eight and he said 'I want you to 
open those tins of peas for me', a big gallon tins of peas, there was a dance on that night for three 
or four hundred or so. The tin opener in the veg comer didn't work, and I said to him 'how am I 
going to open these?' and he said 'any fool could open them, get yourself a chopper', you know 
this kind of thing, and he was passing remarks, 'he can't open a tin of peas, any child can do that'. 
This kind of stuff was really getting me down and I was fmished at nine o'clock and I left the peas 
and I went down to the locker room and Jimmy Flahive was working there as a casual, and he was 
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the kind of guy who would pump information out of you, He was asking 'where was I from?, 
where had I worked before?' And I told him I had worked in the Russell Hotel, and he had for 
some reason found out that I had been in some trouble in the Russell and he asked 'What 
happened to you with the sauce cook in the Russell?', and I told him 'to be quite honest with you, 
I hit him with a chip basket' and he said 'oh, is that right?', so Flahive goes off and next minute 
McManus came in, the 'headcase', and he said, 'Willy', his attitude had suddenly changed and 
suddenly had got very nice, 'How are you doing now, are you happy in your job now?' he says ' I 
heard you were working in the Russell Hotel' (laugh) 'tell us what happened over there?' and 
now I said, now is my chance to get at him so I said 'the second chef over there, I didn't like him, 
so I blasted him with a basket' you know, as if to say, you annoy me and I'll give you the same 
(laugh) and do you know what he said to me? He said 'I'm delighted to hear that, I hate these 
foreign bastards in the country, I hope you did him proper', this is what he said to me, you see he 
was of the era when all the foreign chefs were coming in to the country and showing the like of 
him up .. . but Macker was a good chef, for he served under Uhlemann and what I really liked 
about him was he was fast, I love to see a chefwith a bit of speed, no messing, and getting on and 
doing a good job. The guy who takes his time, for some reason they always seem to get away with 
it. 
93 . Anyway from then on, Macker and I were like that (two fingers entwined), and I couldn' t so 
anything wrong (laughing), 'thank you son' he'd say, he called everybody 'son', 'that's great 
son!'!!! 
94. They were short for someone in the larder and they sent me down to work with a guy called 
Frankie Plummer, who was one of the best workers I ever came across, he was very well read and 
you could talk to him about anything, he read, read, read. He could talk about history, travelling 
around the work, inventors, he was great. I loved working with him in the larder. So I spent about 
a year in the larder with him. 
95 . MM: So tell me this, was Jimmy Kilbride there at this time? 
96. BR: No, he had just left. 
97. MM: Well, if he had just left was Sean Kinsella there then? 
98. BR: Sean Kinsella came while I was there. He was buff to the heels, but in a way you'd like 
him. 
99. MM: After working with Frankie Plummer, I went in to the pastry house, and who was there 
but only Joe O'Neill, you know the fellow I talked about earlier in the short trousers, and as soon 
as I went working in the pastry house there, there was a girl called Pauline, and she was very good 
and she used to do all the baking and small fancies and that. We used to do all the large gateaux 
and bavorois and triftles and make the fresh ice cream every day. But Joe was a great chef to work 
with, he was fast, and clean, and he had great ideas, imagination, great presentation and I loved 
this the presentation, without going overboard, you know, and he used the piping bag better than 
any chef I ever saw. When he did cockle shells, they were perfection!!! 
IOO.Previous years when I was working in the Savoy Hotel, I got friendly with this old man, he was an 
oyster man in the hotel, all he did was open oysters, he'd wash them before bringing them up to 
the room and he'd open them with one hand and he was so fast, perfection, he had a special 
trolley. Anyway we got friendly and he told me his brother had been working at sea for the union 
castle line, who had been going down from London or Southampton down to Cape Town and back 
and a few places in between, and it sounded pretty good, and I always had this inclination to try 
that. So when I was in the Gresham one day Macker said to me that there was a young chef who 
said he knew me and that he had worked in the Savoy Hotel and his name was Bill Kavanagh. He 
said 'If you recommend him, Macker and I were great friends now, he thought I was a genius, He 
said 'if you recommend him, I'll take him on' . So I said' Oh yeah, Liam, he's a great fellow' and 
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that is how Liam came to work in the Gresham Hotel and both myself and Liam were there in the 
Gresham for maybe another year, and I was going over to London on a bit of a holiday to my 
brother, and I said to Liam, when I'm over there I was thinking of dropping down to Southampton 
to see about getting a job on one of the big liners ... it sounds' exciting, you know. 
I OI.And he said 'I'll go over with you' we went over and we went down to Southampton for a day and 
we will go down to look up the catering superintendent on the Cunard-White Star line, on the SS 
Queen Mary and the SS Queen Elizabeth, and we went down. Southampton was levelled during 
the war and it was still pretty rough and from where we were at the main street we could actually 
see the SS Queen Mary down at the docks and sticking out of the water way down the other end, I 
was mesmerised by the size of it, I never saw anything like it in my life. So we went down and 
met the superintendent and we had a talk to him individually and he was the top man on shore, 
down on the docks. He asked us for references and we told him we worked in the Savoy Grill 
which made a bit of an impression and we said the Gresham Hotel, and in those days, we kind of 
puffed it up, saying that the Gresham was probably the leading hotel in Ireland next to the 
Shelbourne and the Hibernian. 'Ok' he said 'if you go home and give your notice at the Gresham, 
say you finish on the 27th, from that time you will be on the payroll here as second assistant cook, 
but you have to be passed by the medical, and the board of trade, and the union etc' . So that meant 
we had to stay in Southampton for another day to get all these things done, I had to get a number 
of teeth out (laugh) after doing the medical. He had said 'Just wait in Dublin and you will be on 
the payroll and you will get word from us'. 
I02.Liam got word after three weeks, a telegram that he was to join the SS Queen Mary immediately 
and about a week after that I was saying to myself, he's gone and I'm not, but then I got a 
telegram that I was to join the SS Queen Mary and that was that. And I went on as second assistant 
sauce cook in the number one kitchen. They had three kitchens: Saloon, Cabin and Tourist. We 
were in the saloon kitchen, and on the sauce corner, there were about twelve working on the sauce 
corner and I was back turning vegetables and pushing sauces through tammis cloths which I feckin 
hated, so I did that for a whole trip out and back, and when I started back again the sous chef asked 
me how did I like it? There were loads of sous chefs, and I told him I didn't like it. I hadn't even 
spoken to the head chef, he was above us all, he was like god off somewhere. 
103.MM: TheWizzardofOz!!! 
I 04 .BR: He was known as the Black Prince, the chef was, but anyway the sous chef said that there 
may be a job going in the larder. So a couple of days later he said 'go down to the larder straight 
away'. It was a big larder which catered for the saloon class and the cabin class but it didn't do 
any butchery, they had a big butchery shop on the ship, but they did veal galantines and this sort of 
stuff, caviar, foie gras, terrines of foie gras, canapes, salads, cocktails, crab cocktails, lobster 
salads and all this kind of stuff. And the larder cook was a fellow called Charlie Pile, and he said 
'over there, go over there', a big long table, 'over there, you are the hors d'oeuvres cook'. There 
were four chefs working on the hors d'oeuvres and for lunch time they put up eight trolleys of 
hors d'oeuvres- twelve on each, you could turn the handle on it and they would be sent in to the 
dining room, two trolleys in each comer. It was a magnificent dining room, you never saw 
anything like it with the height of it going up - it was beautiful, the first time I ever saw all tables 
being round, it was full of class, oozing class - this was first class, you know, saloon class. The 
hors d'oeuvres went in on trays to cabin class. There were four on the hors d'oeuvres, two were 
doing canapes and I was working with a little Jewish cook by the name ofTojo, that's what they 
called him and Tojo wasn't the best, he used to kind of disappear every now and then but I got on 
all right with him, I had a flair for making canapes or anything like that, stuffed crab claws, 
cocktail hors d'oeuvres they used to call them, stuffed eggs and all this on silver salvers up to the 
lounge for special parties. It was a terrible busy job and anyway they made me first assistant not 
second assistant. So I was on this about six months and I was working away and one day we got a 
warning down the tannoy that they were expecting weather, to close the port holes, but we had 
heard it before and it was very warm with the gulf stream and that near New York, the heat was 
unbelievable and myself and this salad cook, a fellow called Gussy Boggins, never bothered to 
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close the portholes and we had silver dishes lined up along the table full of beautiful cocktail hors 
d'oeuvres when next thing a wave carne along this side and everything, all down along this marble 
topped table disappeared down the scuppers. I was drenched to the skin, even my shoes were full 
of sea water!!! (laugh) I don't know where my hat went, ft<mnd it later. I had to go down to get 
changed and everybody in the larder were breaking there hearts laughing at us but everybody got 
stuck in and we all got stuck in making more hors d'oeuvres and canapes from the fridges 
underneath that had all the mis en place in them. They were meant for that night but we had to stay 
back that afternoon and get stuck in. That was one day. 
l05.BR: Did Liam ever tell you about all the knocking (stealing) that went on? 
I06.MM: No, but go on, tell me 
I 07 .BR: I don't know but all these English people or Scottish people they believe that all this 
knocking is perks. Those days only people with money could afford to travel on those liners and it 
was very expensive to go to the states or Canada. There was no jet aircraft of that, most people had 
never been, or if they had they were never coming back!! There was lots of money to be made, 
these guys used to create their own wrap ups. Because it was such a rich company, people paid so 
much money, and you could be held up at sea for an extra week, so they had to carry a lot of extra 
stock, and passengers never went short, they could have as much caviar as they wanted. At 
anytime of night or day, they could be fed, so there were lashings of food. No control over the 
supply or anything, so all the guys in the kitchen they used to filling up big boxes on the way out 
and on the way back and there was a barter trade with the stewards, the bedrooms stewards even 
used to be flogging stuff, bits of carpet from the rooms and pictures of the walls etc. Selling them. 
I never did it, I have to be honest with you, never did it, imagine selling stuff- I'll have a ham for 
you, what do you want? A sirloin of beef!! It was unbelievable. 
I08.Anyway, this fellow Gussy Boggins, was on the salad and he used to have all these gallon tins of 
mushrooms, petit onions, pears and peaches, because the Americans were mostly going out and 
back and they loved salads. And a salad to them was maybe lettuce with a half a pear filled with 
cream cheese and a walnut on top. Fruit, you know. Anyway one day this fellow came down, a 
steward, to Gussy and said, can you help me out? Will you be able to look after me on the way 
back?' I was ear wigging. 'What do you want?' said Gussy. 'Will you get me a tin of peaches 
and a tin of pears and a tin of cherries?' 'Ok' said Gussy come to me at a certain time etc. And 
there was paper lining around the tins and Gussy would use a razor blade and switch the labels 
from the pears onto the petit onions or mushroom tins and when the steward carne back, he would 
had gussy ten dollars or five dollars, all American money, Gussy would say sure he won't be here 
the next trip, he'll probably be on another ship anyway and if he did complain I'll just say there 
must have been a mix up in the factory. He was the smartest guy, Gussy, I really liked him for his 
attitude. 
I 09 .After about six or seven months the sous chef said 'you are doing a great job there on the larder, 
would you like a promotion?', 'The SS Coronia is our number one cruise ship, it is not as big as 
the SS Queen Mary and it goes all over the world, and they are looking for a hors d'oeuvres cook, 
would you be interested in taking the job?' he said. 'Tell us more' says I, 'Well you get a bonus 
for cruising', says he, 'but you would need another chef with you if you can recommend 
somebody, but the SS Coronia will be sailing on the first of January'. 'Now it was December in 
New York and it would be doing three cruises down to the West Indies and back again and after 
that they would go on a big cruise- a five month cruise, do you think you would be able for that?, 
and see if you have somebody in mind who could help you' he said. So I went to Liarn Kavanagh 
and I said 'I've been offered this job and I would really like to take it up, you know, would you be 
interested in coming but you would be my assistant, you wouldn't mind being my assistant, would 
you?' Liam was a bit hesitant, Liarn didn't like that because he always was one to put himself 
forward, he always did, but he came on with me anyway and the first place we went to after 
leaving New York was Bridgetown in Barbados. There was nothing there then, It is probably 
covered in hotels now, but the first thing I heard going down was a voice, I think it was Bing 
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Crosby, coming from a bar, singing Galway Bay, so we had to go in and have a drink! But after 
that went to Cuba and Trinidad and Jamaica and maybe as far down as Venezuela and back to 
New York and then back again and we used to do three cruises, for they were what we call cheap 
cruises, for the people working in the big stores used to send their staff in winter time on holidays, 
and they would pay for the cruise maybe down to the West Indies and back. So they weren't the 
highest class of people, but they were nice people, young people and they used to eat like hell- it 
carried about 800 passengers. 
110.BR: Am I boring you stiff? 
lll.MM: Not at all! 
112.BR: Anyway after that the big cruise was the India I Africa cruise back up by the Suez Canal 
and back again. 
113 .MM: But they were a different class of customers, were they millionaires? 
114.BR: Suddenly the passenger numbers came down to about 350. We used to get paid overtime, 
the leading chefs in the kitchen used to barter with the head chef; depending on the cruise as to 
how many hours overtime we would get each day because we worked seven days a week. We 
usually got six hours overtime a day. So the money was much better than what I was getting on 
the SS Queen Mary. But when we got back to Southampton, we did smaller cruises, like a six 
week cruise around the Mediterranean or up to the North Cape, over the Reykjavik and down the 
coast of Oslo, Stolkholm, around the north of Scotland and down around Ireland and into 
Glengariff and back to Southampton and then the passengers would go back to New York on the 
SS Queen Mary. 
115.MM: Did you get off at Glengariffat any stage? 
116.BR: Oh yeah, The best time I ever had was . . . the English fellows I worked with loved 
Glengariff for we used to go up to Casey's Hotel, we'd come ashore on the SS Coronia's own 
launches, there was a toilet and all on them and an awning overhead, and we'd come in from out 
Bantry Bay and spend an hour and half on shore in Casey's Hotel with pints of Guinness and all 
that and we'd do around six of those cruises during the summer and then until November when the 
ship went into dry dock for about a month. But we'd always take it in turns to take a cruise off, the 
six week cruise and the company would pay you to come home. 
117 .Well Liam left, he was in more jobs than I was, he used to move around, then he went on the SS 
Queen Elizabeth, one of the cruises we did was the coronation cruise , 1953, I remember we were 
coming up from Cape Town into Port Elizabeth and I had never been there before and I always 
tried to get a look at a place that I hadn't been in before, the passengers would be getting ready to 
go ashore on excursions and there was a bit of slackness in the work. And at this time there were 
bulletins going up in the kitchen that the King of England was very, very seriously ill and nearly at 
the end, and Princess Elizabeth was on her way to Australia on a cruise with Phillip, any way I 
was up on deck corning in to Port Elizabeth and I looked up at the flag on the ship and I saw it 
been put at half-mast. This meant the king was dead, and I carne back into the kitchen and went to 
the larder where I was working and I said 'the king is dead', and I remember them well what they 
said, 'what the hell would you know about it Paddy?', so I said 'listen, would anybody like to take 
bets on it? I'll bet you the king is dead, I just have that feeling!! (laughing) that he is dead', and 
they were telling me to 'eff off, for they were always taking the, you know me being Irish and all, 
and the next thing it carne over the tannoy that 'the king is dead, long live the queen', and they 
said 'you know somebody up in the bridge or something' and I just had that feeling (laugh). 
118. You see they were always taking the piss out of the Irish but they never succeeded in taking it out 
of me, because I used to agree with them. They would say 'Is it true there are pigs in the parlour?' 
and I used to say 'yes', so they didn't know what way to take me and dropped it when they were 
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getting no satisfaction. But they used take it out on Liam Kavanagh, and he used to be dancing 
with anger 'don't you be talking, what would you know?' and I used to say 'for God sake, Liam, 
get a grip, don't rise to the bait, you always rise to their bait', and he'd fight with me saying 'you 
won't stand up for your own kind' . 
119.MM: So you were about three years at sea before coming home? 
120.BR: Yeah, but anyway I came home to the Gresham, I was back in Dublin and I looked up 
Frankie Plummer, the friend of mine in the Gresham, the great reader, and he said 'Willy, I wish 
you were back here, I was talking to Joe Flaherty (the assistant manager) and he said that you can 
come back anytime you like'. So I had been getting a bit tired of the sea and I went back to the 
Gresham Hotel but it had changed a bit and I was working everywhere in it and anyway. 
12l.MM: What was the standard like in the Gresham at this stage compared to the Russell? 
122.BR: It was completely different, I won't say completely but it was lower. But it was more on 
an American style, because a lot of Americans used to come and stay in the Gresham, for instance 
now, when I was at sea, the first time I ever saw coleslaw in my life was at sea, for it is an 
American style dish. And when I came back to the Gresham I was asked to put up the hors 
d'oeuvres trolley, and that was no problem to me (laugh), and the first day I made my own 
coleslaw, and I put it on the trolley. And they said to me 'what are you doing, chopping up raw 
cabbage?' I said 'yeah, white cabbage, with mayonnaise, that's coleslaw', 'what do you call it?' 
He thought I had said cold slaw. And waiters were actually bringing it back into the kitchen, 
saying you are putting raw cabbage out on the trolley?, and I'd say 'yeah, it's coleslaw'. After a 
while it started to go very well and the dishes of coleslaw were coming back empty, and they said 
'whatever it is, they want more of that'. They said 'what do you call it again?' I must have been 
the first to bring coleslaw in to Ireland!!! And then it caught on. 
123.Another thing I started, when we were doing these cocktail hors d'oeuvres on the SS Queen Mary, 
big round dishes, there was a guy there and he wasn't bad making things out of pastry butter, 
pastry margarine, and I saw him one day with a swan made out of butter and he told me it was 
made out of pastry margarine, and I said that's very good but in the back of my mind I said to 
myself 'I bet I could do better than that, I know I can do better than that!!' And all the guys were 
around saying 'isn't that brilliant', and I said yeah that's brilliant but I knew I could do better, but 
I didn't want to show the fellow up and It wasn't my particular job to do it, but it was always an 
inkling in the back of my mind so anyway when I got back to Dublin, I stayed in the Gresham, the 
second time I was in the Gresham until Frankie Plummer got accused of something and was let go. 
He was sacked in the wrong, he really was because he was the most trustworthy man you could 
meet, anyway he went to work in the Metropole and kept on saying 'would you like to come over 
to the Metropole, I was telling Marley that I recommend you', and I went over and hated it! I 
hated it! 
124.MM: Right 
125.BR: None of the chefs in the kitchen were allowed touch anything, (Michael) Marley was on 
this kitchen percentage, a halfPenny or a penny a meal, you know. And the stuff he was giving to 
the staff, you know, he would buy in laps of beef and would boil them and cut them so thin on the 
slicing machine , all the cracked plates were used for the staff, and the staff maid would slap on 
two slices on meat on the cracked plates at ten in the morning and put them in the hot plate and 
wheel them up to the staff hall and take them out at twelve o clock. And I don't know how they 
ate such rubbish, every day they had tapioca, every day!! So I said 'I'm not going to stay here', I 
stayed about a week and then said I'm leaving. 
126.Well (Jimmy) Flahive, who I had known in the Gresham Hotel, had been made head chef in the 
Airport and he heard I was leaving the Metropole and he got in touch with me and asked would I 
go out to him and I stayed with him in the Airport for about a year. That's when I met Jimmy 
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Kilbride and Willy Johnston. Willy Johnston was a great chef, he had trained under Uhlemann, 
and Jimmy Kilbride was a very good chef, he was sauce cook there, I was on desserts there, but in 
the night time you would have to work on the range. Everybody worked on the range, because half 
the staff would go off, it was a different kind of set up in the airport, in the Collar of Gold. You 
worked 9 to 3 one day and the next day you were 9 to 11, so every second day was a half day but 
when you were there, you got your mis en place and whatever it was and got it ready. 
127 .MM: Had the Collar of Gold just opened then or was it opened a while? Had Flahive opened it 
up? 
128.BR: It had been opened a while, there had been an English man at first, a man called Clifford 
Steer, who was a very good chef, because I met him for a while, I'll tell you how I met him, I had 
a bit of a row with Flahive in the airport. Flahive was a very good administrator, absolutely great, 
but he wasn't a good chef, but I liked him. He was very enthusiastic about any work that was done 
in the kitchen, he controlled things very well, he bought things well, and he was clean. He had 
Opperman up above him and he really ran the place, really. Anyway Opperman would have been a 
good chef too, I remember one night I was on the sauce corner and I was running out of escallops 
of veal and anyway, the larder was upstairs, and Opperman was in the kitchen, he always loved 
being in the kitchen for he had been a chef in his younger days in the Regal Rooms or something, 
and he said' what's the matter?' and I said we were running out of escallops of veal and I didn't 
have the time to be running up to the larder and I told him there was a leg of veal up there but that 
it wasn't sectioned or anything. He was up the stairs in a flash and he was down with lovely 
escallops and the next day I was up in the larder and the leg of veal was perfectly sectioned. He 
knew what he was doing! Flahive couldn't have done that but was good in other ways! 
129.Anyway I had a bit of a row with Flahive because he wasn't understanding about something, some 
order of that, and I said that I can't take any more of this and he told me to get out, and I told him 
to 'Effoff'! I shouldn't have. But everyday Jimmy Kilbride used to say to me 'he wants you to go 
up and apologise to him' everyday, but I said 'no, I'm leaving', I wanted to go back to sea 
actually!! 
130.MM: But the Collar of Gold, the level of food there was fabulous, wasn't it? Was it up to the 
same level as the Russell? 
131.BR: Ah no, it was a different style, you can never compare French with English really, for 
some reason, I can't put my finger on it, they use so much wine and butter in the French kitchens, 
you know in the other kitchens you are not using as much wine or butter!! 
132.MM: But it was simpler food but good food, was it better than the Gresham though? 
133.BR: Oh I think so, I think so, but the table d'hote in the Gresham was quite good, the one that 
Uhlemann used to write every day was quite good, but as Uhlemann was getting older, Macker 
used to change the menu on him to make it easier for himself in the sauce comer. The assistant 
manager used to do the ordering every morning but Macker would change them after Uhlemann 
was gone home around 8 at night, and Uhlemann wouldn't notice the next day! You see Macker 
was fast, he was quick, so that was it and anyway I went back to sea again and did a world cruise 
and many small cruises, Liam was gone, he was working in America by this stage. He left the SS 
Queen Elizabeth and was working in America. I went back to the Gresham for a short while after 
leaving the airport but I didn't like the set up . Uhlemann had retired and Macker was head chef 
proper then, but he was bringing down the standard. I couldn't believe how the standard was gone 
down, he was making the menus easier, it was ridiculous!!! And I stayed for a few months and I 
said no, so that's when I went back to sea. I wrote over to Cunard and told them I had been with 
them before and they asked me would I join the SS Coronia back in Larder, meeting it in 
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Liverpool on the 27th December. And I didn't like leaving the Gresham on Christmas Day, you 
know, so I went in and I worked on Christmas Day and I told Macker I was fmished today, and he 
didn't like it but anyway I was gone. 
134.So I did a big world cruise, all the way around the world to Japan, across the Pacific to Honolulu, 
to Mexico, and all these places through the Panama canal, down South America and around Cape 
Horn and anyway when I came back after doing that, I felt it was not the same as it had been when 
I went to sea first, you know. 
135.MM: The magic had gone out of it 
136.BR: Yeah, the magic and novelty had gone out of it, and I think I felt I should start to settle 
down and get married and so on (laugh). So I came home and a friend told me the Willy 
Opperman had taken over Jury's Hotel. 
137.MM: Was this Jury's in College Green? 
138 .BR: Yes, it was horrible, it was the dirtiest and the filthiest kitchen I had been in my whole 
life, I don't know how anyone got away with it! I was used to much better where you put on white 
gloves and be spotless and everything's bloody soap, and I went into this muck hall, you know, so 
anyway. 
139.MM: And the place, was it just old or was it just badly run? 
140.BR: Nothing, I went over on the sauce corner, there was no door on the front of the range and 
all the red core was coming out while we were working! Ashes! There was a gas range beside it, 
old fashioned and all the bars on it were missing, there was only about three bars left in the range 
from here to there, you know, and they were buckled completely and there was stalactites, 
stalagmites of big black fat all around on the floor. The chefs cloakroom instead ofhaving the 
door, there was this potato sack hanging up on the door and there was no lockers!, you had put 
them on nails up on the wall and I'm after coming off a luxury liner (laugh), I couldn't believe it. 
I didn't even know what to be doing, there was no control in the place and this woman was 
making salads or something and I said 'are you all right' and she said, I said 'can I do anything for 
you?' and she said 'can you make me some mayonnaise' and I said 'certainly I will, how much do 
you want?' 'Make a gallon' (laugh) and I went down to stores and I put in an order for some oil 
and eggs or something. The store man saw this gallon of oil and he said 'gallon of oil, I'm here 
twenty years and I've never given out a gallon of oil.' (laugh) But I said 'I want to make 
mayonnaise, how do you make mayonnaise?' 'I don't care how you're make it you're not getting 
oil from me.' So I came back to the head chef, the Liverpool man, he just wouldn't talk to me. I 
think Willy Opperman wanted me to go in as head chef, because he said there will be movements. 
14l.MM: Yeah, yeah, there was politics involved. 
142.BR: Yeah politics, so anyway I met him, and oh yeah and there was an old chef there, years 
and years Dan Brady, a character, and the store man and he were pals and he came out and I heard 
him saying to Dan Brady 'I'm here twenty-five years and I never got a gallon of oil in my life.' 
'And he's walking in the place and he can get a gallon of oil.' (Laugh). So anyway what they 
used to do (laugh) but they did what they were still doing during the war they used to boil up 
water and vinegar and a little bit of sugar and salt, and mustard and they used to thicken with 
cornflour and coloured it a little bit yellow, that was mayonnaise. 
143 .MM: That was mayonnaise. 
144.BR: You see that's what they did. But I said to the manager when he asked me how I was 
getting on, I said 'I'm out of here at the end of the week, I couldn't stay here.' So he said the 
Moira Hotel is a grand little hotel. Will you go to the Moira Hotel? 
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145.MM: There were sister hotels, weren't they? 
146.BR: Yeah and I went over there and I actually liked the Moira Hotel. We had a chef there 
called Vinnie Hayes, he was a nice guy, nice working and I went in next to him, you know, and I 
liked it because he used to be on the range one night and I was the range, so it was every second 
day off at 6 p.m. So I had the run of the place and I ran the kitchen at night time and so forth and 
it was a grand little hotel. Very nice meals there and I liked the plat de jour that they'd put every 
day, you know, they'd be about six different fish dishes and six different, tournados, supremes of 
chicken and all this kind of stuff, you know, little waste, it was nice, nice soups and all that. A 
guy there they used to call Dessie Allen used to do desserts and come on at 6 p.m. and make the 
gateaux's and Dessie Allen, he became a friend of mine. He opened a shop up in Meath Street, a 
confectionery shop and he got stuck into making sugar baskets because he was a friend of this guy 
who worked in the Russell Hotel, the pasty chef, but Dessie he was a good baker but he wasn't a 
very good fmisher but anyway when I saw him and he trying to make sugar baskets in the 
afternoon in his own time or whatever you know, I got involved and I wouldn't go off in the 
afternoon and I used to start making sugar baskets with him and I loved making the sugar baskets 
and when Grace Kelly came to Dublin, there was a big presentation for her over in Dublin Castle 
and they wanted, whoever got the order for all savouries, vol au vents, and all this kind of stuff, 
cheese fingers or whatever, Dessie Allen got it, he had this shop up on Meath Street, he got it on 
condition that he could supply a sugar basket on the middle of the table with the Monaco colours 
on the ribbon, so he couldn't, so he came to me and asked me would I do it. Thank God, because 
the basket was .. ... Dessie had good hands, he could pull the sugar but I could . . . .. 
147.MM: But you could weave it as such. 
148 .BR: Yeah, I could shape it yeah and I made the ribbons and I made all the flowers for him, but 
at the same time I thought it was hard work, you know, and now let me see . . .. . 
149 .MM: What year was that? 
150.BR: I went back to the airport. What, oh yeah? 
151 .MM: What year are we talking about now? 
152.BR: What year is it now? In the late '50s maybe gone '60s it was, it would be around the 
1960or so cause I'm to getting mixed up in my times and all. I went back to the airport. 
153 .MM: How long were you in the Moira now? 
154.BR: Five years . Five years and I loved it yeah and the New Jury's was after being, the old 
Jury' s was knocked down. 
155.MM: You weren' t there in '59 when there was a farewell dinner for Pierre Rolland that was 
done in the Moira in 1959. I don't know if you were there for that. 
156.BR: I don't remember that. 
157.MM: Maybe you were there just after that or whatever. Actually next time I come round to 
you, I'll give you a look at, I have the menu and I have, your man Dessie Allen had signed the 
back of it. 
158.BR: Dessie Allen, he left me, you see, he wanted me to go into partnership with him in the 
shop and I didn't think Dessie was very reliable because he was very fond of the jar, you know, 
and I stayed in the Moira a good few years because I enjoyed it and they wanted me to go off to 
the new Jury's which was opening across the road when they knocked down the old one and they 
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wanted me to go over and go in as chef over there. I never had any aspirations to be head chef, 
never. But anyway they wanted me to go over and I said 'not me', you know. I used to do any 
jobs they wanted done over here and come over. 
159.Gerry Lane a guy I knew, I met him at sea and he also worked in the Gresham, he was head chef 
there, he came in as head chef, Gerry Lane and I had to go over when they had special parties on 
and all that to help out and Gerry Lane wasn't able for the job, you know, I could see him fading 
away, he got like an old man, you know, and he died. He actually died about two or three years 
afterwards but then the German came to the, what's his name as head chef and I said to Willie 
Opperman, 'I don't want to work over there'. He still forced me to go over even as second chef. 
Willie I said 'I love the Moira Hotel'. 
160.He came to me one day and he said to me 'there's a guy I used to know years ago when I was a 
commis chef in the Dolphin Hotel, his name is Bill Kavanagh' he said. 'Bill Kavanagh of course I 
know him.' 'A great pal of mine' he said. 'He's given your name' he said 'would you 
recommend him for a job' he said to me. 
16l.MM: Was this for the Intercontinental now. 
162.BR: No for the new Jury's that was opening in College Green. 
163.MM: Right okay yeah. 
164.BR: And I said, he said 'I'll take him on if you say he's any good'. (Laugh). This is what he 
said to me. And I said 'oh yeah he's a brilliant chef, he's good, nice a fellow you could meet'. 
Well he said 'he's mentioned your name, he's after coming back from America'. He worked in 
America. 'Oh yeah' well I said 'sure look at all the experience he worked in the Savoy Grill, he 
worked in the Cunard Line, he worked in the SS Queen Elizabeth, he worked in America, in some 
of the best restaurants in New York. He must have worked in about a dozen different high class 
restaurants in New York.' He had great experiences; you couldn't get anybody better than that. 
Well he said 'I'll take him on if you say so' Willie Opperman said. So he went to work there and 
then from there Bill went out to the new Jury's out in the ..... 
165.MM: The Intercontinental. 
166.BR: He went to the Intercontinental. I went then, I was spending too much time over in the 
new Jury's and I wanted to stay in the Moira Hotel and eventually Willie said 'I don't want you in 
the Moira Hotel, I want you in the Jury's, so that's it.' Well I said 'that's it, I'm not staying' and I 
left. I came home here, I was cutting the grass and only two days afterwards a knock on the door 
but Jimmy Flahive. He said 'I hear you've left the Moira Hotel'. You see Johnny Opperman and 
Willie Opperman were brothers and he was working there and Johnny Opperman was in the 
airport and asked me to go there, so I went back and I spent twenty-seven years in the airport, the 
Collar of Gold. I got stuck into a rut then, got married. Are you married? 
167.MM: I am yeah. 
168.BR: Are you in a rut. 
169.MM: I've got two kids (laugh). 
170.BR: You're in a rut (laugh). So there you are and in the meantime I always remember your 
man doing this job with the butter, the pastry butter and I started doing things. I think they 
reckoned I was some sort of genius with it! I remember the first exhibition I went in for, I used to 
like going to the exhibitions when I was younger. I always won a gold or silver or gold medal or 
certificate, you know. But anyway I remember I sent in this dish of fish, a cold dish fish, I baked 
them in round pastry case in the shape of an oyster shell and I had another oyster shell standing 
up, held up with lobsters prongs, you know, but it didn't seem right when I had all these other fish, 
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little lobster, crabs, stuffed sole, kind of frivolities and so on, but it looked nice. I remember not 
being too fussy about it I remember at the time but I suddenly got this idea and didn't make this 
little chef out of butter, standing behind, holding the lid, like as if he had opened the lid to expose 
it like this, I always thinking of something mad, you know. When I went in anyway, didn't I win 
first prize and I got a medal for it and it was the only butter thing, well I'll call butter, it' s not 
butter, it was the only thing at the whole exhibition in butter. People were coming along saying 
'look at the chef, look at that little chef.' The following years there were a few things made out of 
butter (laugh) and some were absolutely dreadful. One fellow had this, he had a board, you could 
see it was a bread board and he had butter on it and he had a farm scene but he didn't know . . ... 
17l .MM: He'd no scale obviously. 
172.BR: He didn't know it was pastry margarine and he was using fresh butter and the thing was 
near melting and I couldn't believe and I was laughing and I said to the fellow 'next time you try it 
try pastry margarine.' But as the years went every catering exhibition that came along there was 
more butter, imagine they had one section, do you remember that. 
173 .MM: Yeah, yeah. 
174.BR: There was a whole section and I was the one who really started that off. Well I did other 
things at catering exhibitions like made things out of chocolate you know, horse and cart, you 
know, with vegetables and fruits on them and all this kind of stuff. I did a lot of stuff out ofbutter, 
you know. I did lots of models, you know and I used and a Scandinavian crowd took over then for 
the airport, SAS. They were very good, very business like, fair and what they would tell you, you 
could see everything was realistic, what they spoke. Made sense, you know and we did some 
buffets out there. I used to be always in the buffets, you know, I used to do the boar's head and 
pigs and all this kind of stuff but I used to do them, the woman on the rock in Copenhagen. 
175 .MM: Oh yeah, yeah, the mermaid. 
176.BR: That was my favourite and I think I got something for that at a catering exhibition as well 
and marzipan, good quality, good quality marzipan you know, you could make fantastic stuff. I 
won a medal in Torquay Catering Exhibition, it very big it was and I won a bronze medal there 
and that was about a ham dish I did. I'll explain about the ham dish if you like. But the marzipan 
that came from Holland and Germany it was unbelievable. I saw the basket, to me it looked like a 
real basket and it was made from marzipan and in it was all these mushrooms upside down and 
tossed around and everyone of them was made and different kinds of mushrooms, they had even a 
tiny bit of soil in the roots even and you know in between the mushroom. 
177.MM: I know what you're talking about the feathering or whatever, yeah. 
178.BR: The feathering, I couldn' t believe it. On came, these guys their not chefs they must be 
something else, you know, artists! But anyway I'll tell you about the ham. I got this idea from the 
Russell Hotel really and I thought, well it was in the back of my mind for years and I said I'd have 
to have a go at it. I'll tell you two things about the Russell Hotel but I saw this ham, a beautiful 
ham, a long shaped ham, they don't cut them anymore but there was such a thing as a shaped ham 
one time. Do remember shaped hams? 
179.MM: You're talking when they come up and take part of the rump with it as well, is it. 
180.BR: A long ham and Rolland had one, it was for an exhibition and anyway, It was covered in 
a lovely pastry, short type of pastry and lovely decoration on the pastry, beautiful ham frill which 
he made from tin foil himself. Beautiful, very artistic and in the middle of the top of the ham was 
a lid, an open lid, which he had opened, it was propped up by a fork and inside the ham was chaud 
froid, you know, a beautiful picture on it and I said that's some masterpiece. 
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18l.MM: And there was a picture in the chaud froid? 
182.BR: Yeah but the whole thing .. .. But the whole ham was covered, wrapped and baked in 
pastry. But when you looked in there was a chaud froid ham. It was a beautiful thing! I never saw 
anything like it. But I did it myself in my own time over in Torquay and I got a bronze medal for 
it. But it wouldn't be as good as Rolland's or I would have got a gold medal for it. But there was 
a whole ham section. 
183 .MM: I heard he went down to the catering exhibition in Busaras and he came back and 
everything he put in for he got gold medals. 
184.BR: Oh Rolland and do you know what he had down there, I think it was that is where I saw 
it, and anyway he had made a vase out of sugar and in it he had one tulip and rose as if they were 
growing there in different directions. 
185 .I went in and I made a wheelbarrow, a fancy type of wheelbarrow with gum pastillage and I made 
it with a few different colours in it, not too much, a few different colours, and in it I had made 
these marzipan roses, I must have made about a hundred of them and I was pretty good at making 
the roses this time but out of it I picked say about my best eight roses and I made about a hundred 
or so, so I could pick my best eight so I found out how to make roses this colour, you know dark, 
the real dark, really dark. 
186.MM: Like burgundy? 
187 .BR: And what you did, how to make them was God you made them with an orange marzipan 
and what you did you was you got the red powdery stuff in a muslin and for a slightly second you 
got the rose and you flashed over steam and you shook, beautiful. ... . 
188.MM: The little sort of glisten that you get on a rose. 
189 .BR: Absolutely perfect, so I had about three of them, yellow ones and I had pale ones beside 
the colour and I had it ready in the Gresham Hotel on this dish, for this particular section, just to 
fmish it off, it was ready on the dish the night off and I was in this pastry house by myself and I 
went down this corridor to get something and when I came back the barrow shaft underneath had 
broken and it was down like this and the roses was spilling out of it. Barney N eilon I don't know 
if you've heard ofhim. 
190.MM: I heard of Barney I heard he was a brilliant trancher (carver) wasn't he? 
19l.BR: Barney was nice, a very nice fellow and anyway he said Willie that's magnificent he said, 
'what are you going to do'. I said 'I can't do anything, lash it off the bottom or something 
Barney'. He said 'he said it's too good to lash it off the bottom, after all the effort you've put in'. 
He said 'send it in as it is'. 
192.MM: With the broken barrow (laugh) 
193 .BR: And so I wrote, I got on a piece of chocolate and in old English I wrote 'Ye olde barrow' 
and I put a little plaque beside it and sent it in anyway. I was awarded a gold medal for it. The 
head chef in the Metropole had sent in baskets of flower with sugar. 
194.MM: Was that Marley at the time? 
195 .BR: Yeah, actually he was second, you see. Anyway I went up, the judges were over from 
France, they were French you see and I went up, brought it up, I was nearly kissed on each cheek 
but anyway your man gave me a gold medal. Came back to the Gresham and nobody else in the 
Gresham had won anything and they were 'Macker' was over the moon, 'you beat these foreigners 
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and all this.' He hated foreigners you know. Next morning I got a phone call from Mickey 
Mullen, 'Willie we want to see you and bring your gold medal with you please.' Okay I said 
maybe they want a photograph and so I went over there and Marley over there you see and he was 
President of the Chefs Committee which eventually became the panel of chefs, so they had the 
results on the table in front of them, all who got medals and all that and he said 'see here in a 
certain section you were awarded a gold medal.' I said 'yes I have here with me.' I was 
delighted, you know. He said 'there has been a mistake' and I said 'what kind of mistake?' He 
said ' chef Marley here from the Metropole, he got the gold medal, you got the silver medal.' 'No' 
I said 'I was awarded by the French guys' . 'But looking at the marks here' he said 'Marley got 
something like 98 and you only got 97 marks out of a 1 00' and you ' 11 have to give him the medal. 
And like and idiot I gave it over, thinking back, I should have said no. 
196.MM: It was a fix? 
197.BR: Marley was a big man in the union you know. Well I don' t know if it was a fix, I won't 
say it was but I. .... 
198.MM: Possession is nine/tenth of the law. Tell us about you went back to the airport, right, 
Flahive came looking for you as such now, was Kilbride still at the airport at the time. 
199.BR: No he was gone and he was gone to the Shelboume as second chef and ..... 
200.MM: And now what's his name now, Eoin Dillon. 
201.BR: Owen was manager ofShelboume Hotel. 
202 .MM: He knew him from being a commis in the Gresham before that. 
203.BR: Well I remember when he was in the Gresham he used to be calling out the orders in the 
kitchen, you know, on a microphone and you know and eventually he became general manager of 
the Tara Hotel in London. 
204.MM: He did very well for himself. 
205 .BR: He did, oh yeah. 
206.MM: So who was in the airport then when you went back that time then? 
207 .BR: Willie Johnson was second chef. 
208 .MM: So Flahive was head chef? 
209 .BR: Very good administrator. 
210 .MM: But he was more an executive chef than a head chef? 
211.BR: He would have been a perfect executive chef but don't get him to stuck on the range 
beside you because he couldn't, he'd blow his top, you know what I mean. No matter how much 
you were swinging on the range he couldn't come over and help you. Oh my god, Saturday nights 
there were bedlam, but I used to love it for some reason. 
212 .MM: The busier the better? 
213 .BR: That's right, I was that kind of person. I was going to tell you a little secret of mine. A 
little secret I used to carry. When I was in the Russell Hotel, Rolland used to have to little 
decorations and on his display skewers he had lovely truffles, and like whole tomatoes peeled, 
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everything glazed and turned and that and I used to be mesmerised by this and asking myself how 
does he do that? Ah he said to the larder chef one day, these truffles must be very expensive, they 
looked nearly the size of eggs. He said 'there's a trick to that, Rolland wouldn't tell anyone. 
They're not really truffles at all' . 'There not!' says I, 'there the most perfect truffles I ever saw', 
so I said 'how does he do them' . 'Oh' he said 'he does them behind closed doors.' So there was a 
commis there and he used to have sometimes, you know, have to get him his tea or coffee or 
whatever and I said to him 'will you found out what he's doing with those truffles?' And the 
commis did (laugh). And I said ' how do these truffles come about because nobody could 
(inaudible)' . He said ' their made from coffee flakes .' And how does he make them from coffee 
flakes . He said 'he binds them with gelatine, coffee flakes with gelatine and then he makes into a 
paste and then he drops them into ice water, you know. I tried it. I could make little knobs on 
them at all. 
214.1 was doing a buffet out at the airport one day cause I liked decorating salmon and all this sort of 
stuff and I had a few of these lovely truffles on and Johnny Opperman who thought he knew 
everything, he didn't love me because I didn't really like him at the time because he thought he 
was better than everyone, as a manager, you know. No chef would come up to him, he knew 
better than them, you see and Flahive was perfect for him, so then like he complained to Flahive 
that I was using too much truffles and it was stupid what looking for, the expense of the things, he 
was stupid to be buying them in and all that sort of stuff and I said there not costing you anything, 
not a penny. But he said 'where did you get them from?' And I said 'All I can tell you is their not 
truffles, you can examine them as much as you like.' He did and he never copped on. 
215 .MM: But they would have that, when I think of that fine coffee grain, they would have that 
same texture as a truffle. 
216.BR: So there you are now. You can you use them in decorations but don' t ever try (laugh) to 
eat them. I think I've told a lot of things that you didn't want to know. 
217 .MM: No, no, it' s all what I'm interested in hearing. A few things I want to ask, what about 
special black fast days or lent or you know were there certain things like over the years that have 
changed or was there certain times when people would only eat this, that or the other, you know 
what I mean. Was it always fish on Friday? 
218 .BR: Of course. Fish was always the thing on Friday but it's a long time gone now, it's all 
gone now, you'd hardly remember it. It's so long gone now I hardly remember it but there's no 
doubt about it omelettes and fish, stuffed omelettes even, you know, and fish stuffmg with prawns 
whatever, they were always the things on Fridays and you sauce and I mean prawn dishes, these 
were all the things in vogue at the time, but not in England. 
219 .MM: It was an Irish catholic thing really. 
220 .BR: There was a degree of it in England as well but not like . . ... 
22l.MM: Not the same extent. Technological changes like when you started on like you said some 
places were coal like up in the Russell there was a coal range as such and you were stoking it and 
all this sort of stuff trying to keep control of temperature and all that sort of stuff That all 
changed over the years then? 
222.BR: It did indeed, I remember working in the Savoy Hotel kitchen, every morning you came 
in there were loads ofrats in it. I remember Princess, she was Princess at the time dining up in the 
dining room, royalty herself and her pals, socialists, often used to have dinner parties of ten or 
twelve up in the . . ... 
223 .MM: Is this the current Queen. 
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224.BR: Yeah but when she was Princess then. I think she's fifty years Queen but you know I'm 
going back a long time you know. I remember her having dinner parties and I remember actually 
cooking what they call a cote de boeuf roti I personally cooked it for her, and the chef would go 
off early on the roast comer and I remember the sauce cook and the vegetable cook sending over a 
big garnish tray this size for it, asparagus etc. and I'd organise the jus and always fresh watercress 
in the sauce pot. Beautiful fresh watercress in the sauce pot and they used big dome lids, 
everything went out. I never saw a waiter nearly in all the time I was there!! . 
225 .MM: You mean everything was carried up stairs and it was the commis waiters? 
226.BR: It was the commis waiters. The chef came down and handed in the docket, explained 
whatever he wanted to do. Anyway he called out the order. You didn't see the waiter after. The 
commis brought it out and when the chef, Alban or one of the sous chefs, I can't remember his 
name, they roared it down the kitchen, no microphone, roared for that dish away. You had to walk 
up with it like that, beautiful silver, all the silver was all engraved all around that not like plain 
dishes, all engraved dishes you know, and there was a silver room near by, never hardly ever saw 
a plate, it's all plates now, but everything was silver then, but the man in charge of the silver wore 
a morning suite and he used to bring in the silver and put it on the range up over you, the different 
dishes that you'd required on each comer and on the vegetable comer they used dishes called 
doublefonts. 
227 .MM: Right, yeah that had the hot water inside? 
228 .BR: And you're on the vegetables, you had your boiling water on the bottom part at the back 
of the range. When the chef called it away, had your vegetables straight out of your chaud pan 
and whatever, you know, straight in to the lid up on top onto a doilies on another silver dish and 
carry it up straight up to the hot plate like that. That was it. I mean that was class for Royalty. 
229.MM: The other thing is like say gender in kitchens, like women. I know women worked in 
kitchens on vegetables and stuff like that like where did you see the frrst sort of woman chef? 
230.BR: Well the first woman chef! saw she was Clery's when I went in but she was more like a 
grill cook. She could cook steaks and do fish and chips and that kind of stuff I know I never 
worked in the Hibernian Hotel but I believe there was a larder cook there called Mary Murphy and 
I heard that she was an excellent larder cook, that she could decorate and anything better than any 
chef there. I met her one time at some place at some function or other but I never worked there. I 
tell you Liam worked in so many places I always call him Liam but. ... . 
23 1.MM: I know him as Bill, you know what I mean . .. . . . 
232 .BR: He worked in the Hibernian, he worked in the Shelboume, he worked in the Central. . ... 
233.MM: He worked inJammets. 
234.BR: His brother worked in the Red Bank. 
235 .MM: His brother yeah. His brother would have worked with you then in Collar of Gold. 
236.BR: Oh yeah, Eddie. Ah Eddie was all right, he was okay, you know. 
237 .MM: That was the end (laugh) of Kilbride up in the Collar of Gold I believe. 
238 .BR: You see I tell you Jimmy Kilbride is a very well read guy. I tell you when he went out of 
the Shelboume Hotel he went straight into Catha! Brugha Street and at that point I knew Michael. 
239 .MM: Ganly. 
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240.BR: Michael Ganly and for a short time I was on the chefs committee over in the union for a 
short time and Michael Ganlywas there. I didn't care for that kind of stuff. It was too much. An 
awful lot shop talk but I used to see him at the catering exhibitions and I got a phone call from him 
in the airport one day and he asked me would I drop in to talk to him and see him and he said 
come in here as a part-time lecturer, that was years and years ago and he said 'Jimmy Kilbride is 
here and he's recommended you as well to come in'. But I said 'how can I do that'. It was very 
awkward to organise everything out in the airport because on the seven day in the kitchen where I 
was anyway, on a seventh day. Well you'd have to say well every second week I'm coming into 
the college come in on that day and it would have interferes with things like that. Now ifl'd been 
working in the flight kitchen they all came in at six in the morning and finished at two and so they 
could take all afternoon classes or night classes or whatever they want. That's how the 
(inaudible). 
24l .MM: And Gerry Connell. 
242.BR: And Gerry Connell and Jim Bowe. 
Figure BR.2: (1-r) Bill (Liam) Kavanagh, Gerry Connell, Bill Ryan 
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243.MM: And Jimmy Rock and a number of them. When did you start teaching in the college? 
244.BR: When they were in college, after twenty-seven years in industry. 
245 .MM: And at what age did you retire at? 
246.BR: Sixty-three. Bill Kavanagh was in the college and as soon as I retired he said Michael 
Ganley recommended me as well to go in so I went down and I saw Joe Erraught and Joe Erraught 
said come in past nine and I said okay. He said would I do classes working back to back with 
Liam Kavanagh, and I said 'that's handy Liam I said because they'll be doing first year classes 
and second whatever. I said 'you write out the menus for your classes and I'll give the kids and 
duplicate the order'. And we did back to back. 
247 .MM: You do one week and I'll do the next. 
248.BR: No he was in one class, say kitchen 20 or 21 and I was in the other. 
249.MM: How many years of that did you do like when did you stop that? 
250.BR: I think I was doing for about 5 years, 6 years maybe 7 I don't know. It was beginning to 
loose the appetite. 
25l.MM: I'm not even half your age and I'm loosing track (laugh). 
252.BR: I liked the college, I often felt that I'm sorry I didn't get into this earlier. 
253.MM: I have a question for you, there was a guy, Colin O'Daly, was he a commis of yours? 
254.BR: Colin O'Daly worked with me for five years. He was, when he started his father had a 
good job in the airport in maintenance, he was like maintenance manager which was a very big job 
in those days and Colin had been delicate when he was young, he was in and out of hospital so he 
didn't get much education and couldn't go on to college so anyway he was fond of cooking, Colin 
was at home, and his father asked could he come into the kitchen, to become a commis chef 
Jimmy Doyle had become head chef at this time. They had a funny way in the airport. Whoever 
stayed the longest was next up on top. 
255.MM: I know yeah, yeah. 
256.BR: Jimmy Doyle was quite good actually, he was, and when he became head chef he became 
a bit of mad man but he was very good when he was just as a chef But anyway he said 'oh yeah 
send him in' and Colin came in, a little skinny young fellow, couldn't speak and there were a few 
hard young fellows in the place as there always in, tough little guys and Jimmy Doyle says 'I'll let 
him work with you and keep an eye on him' , and I said 'yeah that's okay' . And he turned out a 
very nice lad you see and everywhere he was with me for five years. Ifl was in the larder or I was 
doing anything any job, I had Colin or if I was on the desserts and he also got very interested in 
the artistic, I used to do all the buffets and they used to be very big buffets with galantines and 
pheasants with feathers and all this kind of stuff and he loved working with me on the range and 
he became a very, very, good commis and he was nearly 'over the top' good, you know what I 
mean. I remember one night in particular, I mean we were swinging for the roof, he and I would 
be doing that and another chef would be doing the vegetables you know. So we had an order for 
four portions of lobster, or was it glazed lobster thermidore, and I had shown him how to do the 
gondolas ... .. 
257 .MM: With the napkins like? 
258.BR: But I had invented myself, it was me who invented putting tin foil in them 
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259 .MM: To give the shape to give them the strength yeah. 
260.BR: And I invented that myself and I discovered that by accident out in the airport and gosh 
we used to make lovely ones, and Opperman didn' t know how they were made and I think he was 
a bit jealous, going on 'where did ye get these?' And I'd say 'ah no there all right now.' 
26l .MM: They came in the back door with the truffles (laugh). 
262.BR: Because they used tin foil they could bend them up that way or we could reverse that 
way. But one and if you had something like that, two portions maybe of lobster, but anyway one 
night we were swinging, game in the oven and ducks here, prawns hanging out of here and an 
order for four portions of this you know, normally we'd just put them in a doilies or something, 
out you know, out on a silver dish you know. And I said to Colin 'what are you doing?' And I 
looked over and here he is making the gondolas (laugh) for the four portions. God we haven't time 
to be making gondolas, get over here. 'But, but, Willie I though that's what you'd like'. He was a 
very good young fellow you know. And Colin he left after five years because you had the leave 
the airport after you did five years you know. Ah he was a great lad and he had so much interest 
and he loved anything I was doing, you know. I would say now, I nurtured him a lot in those five 
years. Lucky enough after he left the airport he went onto much better things because he went to 
Ashford Castle, places like that where he learnt from chefs who were after coming back from 
continent, who had served their time in the continent and he really went up and up and up and then 
he opened a restaurant in Blackrock and he invited me out. Oh I had a lovely meal out there 
because he was very good. My wife and I and two of my family were with me there about three 
months ago. 
263 .MM: In Roly' s. 
264.BR: Yeah and I had never been to Roly's but I rang up and made a booking. He had been in 
touch with me before and he said why don't you come out for a meal? I felt like nearly like he'd 
be giving it to me and I felt like nearly I wanted a free meal and I didn't want to be looking for a 
slap up meal but anyway about three months ago I decided I'll pop in but I won't tell him I'm 
coming. So I went out. But we had an excellent meal. It really was an excellent meal. It was 
lovely. I saw him in the background wearing a chef's uniform but I kept away from him, kept my 
head down and when we were on our dessert I saw him going by and he had a suit on him and I 
said he's going home so I said I'll slip out the side and I'll meet him going through, you see, and 
as I went out somebody said are you looking for somebody and I said 'I'm looking for the boss 
Colin O'Daly'. He says 'oh he's upstairs, he'll be down in a minute and I'll get him for you.'I 
said, How are you Colin?' and 'Oh my God' he said 'Willie Ryan I haven't seen you for a good 
long time.' My hair was gone grey and on and on. 'Why didn't you tell me you were coming 
here.' 'Don 't worry about that.' I paid the bill, I think I had paid the bill. He got some drinks for 
us all and all that kind of stuff. Upstairs was packed and downstairs was packed. 
265.MM: The most successful restaurant in Ireland. 
266.BR: So he said you ' ll have to come out again and have a proper meal with me. And I said 'oh 
of course' but I don't like interfering with big business like that. And he was interested in a place 
and he opened it up in Florida. 
267.MM: In Florida that' s right yeah. 
268 .BR: And he said 'no he said I got rid of that' . I said 'you were always a little bit artistic' and 
so he was. 
269 .MM: I was only looking yesterday he exhibited four paintings in .. ... 
270.BR: NewYork. 
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27l .MM: Well there was an exhibit in Dublin that I just saw reviewed in the paper and his 
paintings were highly praised. 
272.BR: And he has exhibited in New York. 
Discussion about art and Bill's painting 
273.BR: But the first Chinese restaurant opened in Dublin was ah I think it was called the Luna in 
O'Connell Street. This was a foreign restaurant apart from Jammets maybe a bit of French and 
that kind of stuff and I remember like I said, I was only going with Rita at the time ' a Chinese 
restaurant opened in Dublin, we'll have to go there one night' 'Oh I don't think, I heard about 
this place kitty cat'. 
274.MM: Kitty cat, yeah, yeah, yeah. 
275 .BR: I like Chinese food, I like all kinds offood. I can eat nearly anything so I went along, we 
went along and I order something like chicken chow mein and (inaudible) so the waiter came 
along, the Chinese waiter and said 'what will you have' and I said 'chicken chow mein' and he 
said to Rita 'what will you have' and she say 'can I have a bacon and egg please if you don't 
mind.' (Laugh). And I still slag her over it. And she says 'I did not' . I said 'you did ', I know 
that. It's wonderful for today's chefs because you have seen so much different foods around the 
world. There is so much immigrants into the country that's bringing these dishes as well as people 
who are going and brining them back. But it's fantastic the food, but you will still get some bad 
food in some places. 
276 .MM: Unfortunately. Did you eat out much over the years in Dublin? 
277 .BR: No not much. 
278.MM: Where would you gone, where would have gone now for your birthday or for an 
anniversary or somewhere, so would you ever have gone out somewhere nice like ..... 
279.BR: My son is married to a Chinese girl. He lived in Singapore for a while with her and he 
got married out there. She's an excellent cook because she went to university; I think she went to 
Cambridge or some place. She's an engineer like my son but to help to pay her way through 
college in London, that's where he met her in London she worked in a restaurant but she worked 
part-time in a restaurant waiting and she used to give a hand in the kitchen in her spare time and 
she's actually good at cooking. She learnt a lot there and I can see it now cause I love being 
invited to her house. She's excellent and she always puts up something different. She also has the 
continental, not the continental the . . ... 
280.MM: The oriental. 
28l.BR: The foreign, oriental touch. Oh God she'd put you to shame now she would and I like 
going to Chinese restaurants, I do I have to say it and she's brought us out to a few places when 
she was in London, she brought us to a few good restaurants. But in Ireland, in Dublin I'm not 
inclined to go out. 
282.MM: They say when you're used to good food at home it's very hard to go out isn't it (laugh). 
283 .BR: It's nothing classy but good simple food . 
284.MM: I'd better hit the road or I'll be divorced!!! 
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